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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy soft Gamma semigroup, soft Gamma ideal, bi-ideal, 

interior ideal and to provide some results on it. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Zadeh [8] introduced the concept of fuzzy set in 1965. Atanassov [2] presented the notion of intuitionistic 
fuzzy sets in 1986 which is generalization of fuzzy sets. Sen and Saha [7]  

studied theΓ -semigroup. Soft set theory proposed by Molotsov [6] in 1999, is a tool different from 
traditional tools for dealing with uncertainty. Maji et al [4] worked on soft set theory and fuzzy soft set theory. 
Ali et al [1] introduced new operations on soft sets. The concept of bi-ideals in Γ - semigroups was defined by 
Chinram and Jirojkul[3].This paper is organized as follows in the first two sections as preliminaries. In section 
III we develop the notion of intuitionistic  fuzzy softΓ -semigroups,  intuitionistic fuzzy 

softΓ -ideal,Γ -bi-ideal,Γ - interior ideal in Γ -semigroups.  
Some results are discussed on intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -semigroups. In this section ,we recall some basic 

definitions and results that are needed for  our work. 

 

PRELIMINARIES: 
Definition 2.1[7]: 

Let S = {a, b, c,…} and Γ  ={ ....},, γβα   be two non-empty sets. Then S is called a Γ -semigroup if it 

satisfies the conditions  
(i) Sba ∈α  

(ii)( )() cbacba γβγβ =  Scba ∈∀ ,,  and .,, Γ∈γβα  

 
Definition 2.2 [4]: 

A pair ),( AF  is called a soft set over U, where F is a mapping given by F: A →P(U). Let U be the 

universal set, E be the set of parameters, P(U)denote the power set of U. 
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Definition 2.3 [1]: 

Let ),( AF and ),( BG  be two soft sets over a common universe U then ),( AF AND ),( BG denoted 

by ),( AF ∧ ),( BG is defined as 

),( AF ∧ B),A (H,),( ×=BG  

where H( βα , ) = ( ) .,,)()( BAGF ×∈∀∩ βαβα  
 
Definition 2.4 [1]: 

Let ),( AF and ),( BG be two soft sets over a common universe U then ),(),( BGORAF denoted 

by ),(),( BGAF ∨ is defined as 

),(),( BGAF ∨ = ),( BAH × where .),(),()(),( BACGFH ×=∈∀∪= βαβαβα  
 

Definition 2.5 [8]: 
 Let X be a non-empty set. A fuzzy subsetµ  of X is a function from X into the closed unit interval [0, 1]. 

The set of all fuzzy subset of X is called the fuzzy power set of X and is denoted by FP(X). 
 

Definition 2.6[2]: 
An intuitionistic fuzzy set (briefly IFS) A is a non-empty set X is an object having the form  

A= (,{ x }:)(,)( Xxxx AA ∈ηµ where the functions 

]1,0[: →XAµ and ]1,0[: →XAη define the degree of membership and the degree of non-

membership of the element∈x X to the set A, which is a subset of X respectively 

1)()(0 ≤+≤ xx AA ηµ ,it is denoted by ).,( AAA ηµ=  

 
Definition 2.7[3]: 

Let ),( AF and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets over a common universe U then their union is 

fuzzy soft set  over U denoted by ),(),( BGAF ∪ defined as  

),,(),(),( CHBGAF =∪  where CcBAC ∈∀∪= ,  

H (c) =








∩∈∪
−∈
−∈

BAcifcGcF

ABcifcG

BAcifcF

)()(

)(

)(

 

 
Definition 2.8[3]: 

Let ),( AF and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets over a common universe U then their 

intersection is fuzzy soft set over U denoted by ),(),( BGAF ∩ defined as  

),,(),(),( CHBGAF =∩  where CcBAC ∈∀∪= ,  

H (c) =








∩∈∩
−∈
−∈

BAcifcGcF

ABcifcG

BAcifcF

)()(

)(

)(

  

 
Definition 2.9 [2]: 

Let ),( AF be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set and ]1,0[, ∈rt such that 1≤+ rt , then ),( rt  level set of 

),( AF is }:{)(),(
~

)()( randtUxxAFU eFeF ≤≥∈= ηµ .  

 

MAIN RESULT: 
Definition 3.1: 
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Let ),( AF  be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over a Γ - semigroup S, if )(eF  is an intuitionistic fuzzy 

Γ -subsemigroup then ),( AF  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -subsemigroup over S, if 

(i) },)(,)(min{)( qpqp eee µµαµ ≥  

(ii) },)(,)({max)( qpqp eee ηηαη ≤
 

Γ∈∈∀ α,, Sqp and .Ae∈  

 
Example 3.2: 

 Let },,,{ dcbaS =  and }{α=Γ then S is Γ -semigroupunder the operation defined in the table.  

 
α  a b c d 
a b c d a 
b c d a b 
c d a b c 
d a b c d 

 

Let E be the parameter },{},,{ 21321 eeAandeeeE ==  

µ  
1e  2e  3e  

 η  
1e  2e  3e  

a 0.5 0.5 0.6  a 0.3 0.5 0.4 
b 0.7 0.6 0.8  b 0.2 0.4 0.2 
c 0.5 0.5 0.6  c 0.3 0.5 0.4 
d 0.7 0.8 0.8  d 0.1 0.2 0.1 

It is easy to verify that ),( AF  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -subsemigroup over S. 

 
Definition 3.3: 

Let ),( AF  be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over S, then ),( AF  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy soft left 

(right)Γ -ideal over S, if 

(i) ))()(()()( pqpqqp eeee µαµµαµ ≥≥  

(ii) )).()(()()( pqpqqp eeee ηαηηαη ≤≤  

 
Definition 3.4: 

Let ),( AF  be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over S, then ),( AF  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy soft       

Γ -ideal over S, if 

(i) },)(,)(max{)( qpqp eee µµαµ ≥  

(ii) }.)(,)({min)( qpqp eee ηηαη ≤
 

 
Example 3.5: 

Let },,{ cbaS = and }{α=Γ  then S is Γ -semigroup under the operation defined in the table 

 
α  a b c 
a a a a 
b a a a 
c a a b 

Let E be the parameter },{},,{ 21321 eeAandeeeE ==
 

µ  
1e  2e  3e  

 η  
1e  2e  3e  

a 0.5 0.7 0.6  a 0.5 0.3 0.4 
b 0.3 0.6 0.4  b 0.7 0.4 0.6 
c 0.2 0.5 0.3  c 0.5 0.5 0.7 

It is easily check that ),( AF  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S. 

 
Definition 3.6: 

An intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -subsemigroup 
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),( AF  of S is called an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi ideal over S, if 

(i) },)(,)(min{)( qpqrp eee µµβαµ ≥  

(ii) },)(,)({max)( qpqrp eee ηηβαη ≤ Γ∈∈∀ βα ,,,, Srqp and .Ae∈  

 
Example 3.7: 

 Let },,{ cbaS = and },{ βα=Γ  then S is  

Γ -semigroup under the operation defined in the table. 
 

α  a b c  β  a b c 

a a c c  a a a a 
b c b c  b a a a 
c c c c  c a a b 

 

Let E be the parameter },{},,{ 21321 eeAandeeeE ==  

µ  
1e  2e  3e   η  

1e  2e  3e  

a 0.6 0.8 0.9  a 0.4 0.2 0.1 
b 0.4 0.6 0.7  b 0.6 0.4 0.3 
c 0.2 0.5 0.5  c 0.8 0.5 0.5 

We can easily check that ),( AF  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal over S. 

 
Definition 3.8: 

An intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -subsemigroup 
),( AF of S is called an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -interior ideal over S, if 

(i) ,)()( rqrp ee µβαµ ≥  

(ii) ,)()( rqrp ee ηβαη ≤ Γ∈∈∀ βα ,,,, Srqp and .Ae∈  
 
Example 3.9: 

Let },,{ cbaS = and },{ βα=Γ following above tables and let E be the parameter },,{ 321 eeeE =
 

 
µ  

1e  2e  3e  
 η  

1e  2e  3e  

a 0.6 0.8 0.6  a 0.4 0.2 0.4 
b 0.6 0.8 0.6  b 0.4 0.2 0.4 
c 0.4 0.3 0.4  c 0.5 0.6 0.6 

We can easily check that ),( AF is an intuitionistic fuzzysoft Γ - interior ideal over S. 

In what follows ,let S denoted intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -semigroup. 
 

Theorem 3.10: 
Let ),( AF be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset of S, ),( AF is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subsemigroup of 

S if and only if ]),[:),((
~

21 ttAFU is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subsemigroup of S. 

 
Proof :  

Assume that ),( AF is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset of S. Let ]1,0[],[ 21 ∈tt  such that  

]),,[:),((
~

, 21 ttAFUqp ∈  

 then )}(),(min{)( )()()( qpqp eFeFeF µµαµ ≥  

                                ]},[],,min{[ 2121 tttt≥  

                                ],[ 21 tt=  

Thus ]),[:),((
~

21 ttAFUpq ∈ and  )}(),(max{)( )()()( qpqp eFeFeF ηηαη ≤  

               ]},[],,max{[ 2121 rrrr≤  

                                    ],[ 21 rr=  
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Hence ]),[],,[:),((
~

2121 rrttAFU  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -subsemigroup over S.  

Conversely, assume that ]),[],,[:),((
~

2121 rrttAFU is an intuitionistic fuzzy Γ -subsemigroup of S, 

],1,0[],[ 21 ∈∀ tt  
 ]1,0[],[ 21 ∈rr  and .,, Γ∈∈ αSqp  

Suppose )}(),(min{)( )()()( qpqp eFeFeF µµαµ < then there exists an element ]1,0[∈x   
such that )}(),(min{)( )()()( qpxqp eFeFeF µµαµ <<

 

which implies xpeF >)()(µ  and xqeF >)()(η then we have ).:),((
~

, xAFUqp ∈  Hence 

,)()( xpqeF >µ which is a contradiction , and )}(),(max{)( )()()( qpxqp eFeFeF ηηαη >>
 

which implies xpeF <)()(η  and ,)()( xqeF <η then we have ).:),((
~

, xAFUqp ∈  Hence 

,)()( xpqeF <η which is a contradiction. 

 
Theorem 3.11: 

Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∧  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S. 
Proof   Let ),( AF and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S. Now we defined   

),( AF ∧ ),,(),( CHBG = where BAC ×=  and ( ) .,,)()(),( CbabGaFbaH ∈∀∩=  

)(),( qpbaH αµ  ))(( )()( qpbGaF αµµ ∩=
 

)}(),(min{ )()( qpqp bGaF αµαµ=  

)}}(),(max{)},(),(min{max{ )()()()( qpqp bGbGaFaF µµµµ≥
)}}(),(min{)},(),(max{min{ )()()()( qqpp bGaFbGaF µµµµ=

)})((),)(max{( )()()()( qp bGaFbGaF µµµµ ∩∩=
   

    
)}(),(max{ ),(),( qp baHbaH µµ= ,,, Γ∈∈∀ αSqp  

and ))(()( )()(),( qpqp bGaFbaH αµηαη ∪=
 

                            
)}(),(max{ )()( qpqp bGaF αηαη=  

)}}(),(min{)},(),(max{min{ )()()()( qpqp bGbGaFaF ηηηη≤
)}}(),(max{)},(),(min{max{ )()()()( qqpp bGaFbGaF ηηηη=

)})((),)(min{( )()()()( qp bGaFbGaF ηηηη ∪∪=
    

     
)}(),(min{ ),(),( qp baHbaH ηη= ,,, Γ∈∈∀ αSqp  

Hence ),(),( BGAF ∧  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - ideal over S. 

 
Theorem 3.12: 

Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∨  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S. 
 
Proof : 
The proof is straightforward. 

 
Theorem 3.13: 

Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -bi-ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∧  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal over S. 
 
Proof:  

Let ),( AF and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal over S. Now we defined   
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),( AF ∧ ),,(),( CMBG =  where BAC ×=  and ( ) .,,)()(),( CbabGaFbaM ∈∀∩=  

))(()( )()(),( qrpqrp bGaFbaM βαµµβαµ ∩=
 

)}(),(min{ )()( qrpqrp bGaF βαµβαµ=  

)}}(),(min{)},(),(min{min{ )()()()( qpqp bGbGaFaF µµµµ≥
)}}(),(min{)},(),(min{min{ )()()()( qqpp bGaFbGaF µµµµ=

)})((),)(min{( )()()()( qp bGaFbGaF µµµµ ∩∩= )}(),(min{ ),(),( qp baMbaM µµ
,,,,, Γ∈∈∀ βαSrqp  

( ) .,,)()(),( CbabGaFbaH ∈∀∪=
 

and ))(()( )()(),( qrpqrp bGaFbaM βαµηβαη ∪=  

)}(),(max{ )()( qrpqrp bGaF βαηβαη=
)}}(),(max{)},(),(max{max{ )()()()( qpqp bGbGaFaF ηηηη≤
)}}(),(max{)},(),(max{max{ )()()()( qqpp bGaFbGaF ηηηη=

)})((),)(max{( )()()()( qp bGaFbGaF ηηηη ∪∪= )}(),(max{ ),(),( qp baHbaH ηη ,,, Γ∈∈∀ αSqp  

Hence ),(),( BGAF ∧  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi ideal over S.  

                                    
Theorem 3.14: 

Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -bi-ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∨  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal over S. 
 
Proof:  

The proof is straightforward. 
 

Remark 3.15: 
Every intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal of S is an intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -bi-ideal of S, but converse is 

not true. 
 
Example:  

Let },,,,{ edcbaS =  and },{ βα=Γ  then S is Γ -semigroup under the operation defined in the table. 
 

α  a b c d e  β  a b c d e 

a a a a a a  a a d a d d 
b a a a b c  b a b a d d 
c a b c a a  c a d c d e 
d a a a d e  d a d a d d 
e a d e a a  e a d c d e 

 

Let E be the parameter }.{},,{ 121 eAeeE ==
 

µ  
1e  2e   η  

1e  2e  

a 0.7 0.6  a 0.3 0.4 
b 0.6 0.5  b 0.4 0.5 
c 0.5 0.4  c 0.5 0.6 
d 0.7 0.7  d 0.2 0.3 
e 0.7 0.7  e 0.3 0.3 

 
For insistence intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -ideal of S is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal of S, but since 

)()( )()( 11
ddb ee µαµ ≥  

)()( )()( 11
db ee µµ ≥ , 

7.06.0 ≥/  Therefore which is not an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal of S. 
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Theorem 3.16: 

Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -interior ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∧ is 

an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -interior ideal over S. 
 
Proof:  

The proof is straightforward. 
 

Theorem 3.17: 
Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy softΓ -interior ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∨  is 

an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -interior ideal over S. 
 
Proof: 

The proof is straightforward. 
 

Remark 3.18: 
Every intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal of S is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - interior ideal of S, but 

converse is not true. 
 
Example: 

Let },,{ cbaS = and },{ βα=Γ  then S is Γ -semigroup under the operation defined in the table. 
 

α  a b c  β  a b c 

a a c c  a a a a 
b c b c  b a a a 
c c c c  c a a b 

 

Let E be the parameter },,{ 321 eeeE =
 

 

µ  
1e  2e  3e  

  η  
1e  2e  3e  

a 0.5 0.6 0.7   a 0.4 0.3 0.2 
b 0.5 0.6 0.7   b 0.4 0.3 0.2 
c 0.4 0.5 0.4   c 0.6 0.4 0.5 

 
We can easily check that an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal of S is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - interior 

ideal of S, but converse is not true. 
 

Theorem 3.19: 
Let ),( AF  and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∩  
is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - ideal over S. 

 
Proof: 

Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - ideal over S then 

),(),(),( CHBGAF =∩   

where BAC ∪= . 

H (c) =








∩∈∩
−∈
−∈

BAcifcGcF

ABcifcG

BAcifcF

)()(

)(

)(

 

Let Sqp ∈, and .Γ∈α  

(i) If BAc −∈  

)()( )()( qpqp cFcH αµαµ =  

)}(),(max{ )()( qp cFcF µµ≥  

)}(),(max{ )()( qp cHcH µµ=  
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(ii)If ABc −∈  

)()( )()( qpqp cGcH αµαµ =  

)}(),(max{ )()( qp cGcG µµ≥  

)}(),(max{ )()( qp cHcH µµ=  

(iii) If BAc ∩∈  then )}()({)( cGcFcH ∩=  
verify that )})((),)((max{))(( qcHpcHqpcH ≥α  

Γ∈∈∀ αSqp, and Cc∈  

)},(),(max{)( )()()( qpqp cHcHCH µµαµ ≥  

and (i) If BAc −∈  

)()( )()( qpqp cFcH αηαη =  

                       
)}(),(min{ )()( qp cFcF ηη≤  

                       
)}(),(min{ )()( qp cHcH ηη=  

(ii)If ABc −∈  

)()( )()( qpqp cGcH αηαη =  

                       
)}(),(min{ )()( qp cGcG ηη≤  

                       
)}(),(min{ )()( qp cHcH ηη=  

(iii) If BAc ∩∈  then 

)},()({)( cGcFcH ∩= Now verify that  

)},)((),)((min{))(( qcHpcHqpcH ≤α  

Γ∈∈∀ αSqp, and Cc∈  

)},(),(min{)( )()()( qpqp cHcHCH ηηαη ≤  

Hence ),(),(),( CHBGAF =∩ is an intuitionistic fuzzy  

soft Γ -ideal over S. 
 

Theorem 3.20: 
Let ),( AF  and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∪  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - ideal over S. 
 
Proof: 

The proof is straightforward 
 

Theorem 3.21: 
Let ),( AF and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∩  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - bi-ideal over S. 
 
Proof:  

The proof is straightforward. 
 

Theorem 3.22: 
Let ),( AF  and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -bi-ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∪ is an  

intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - bi-ideal over S. 
 
Proof: 

The proof is straightforward. 
 

Theorem 3.23: 
Let ),( AF  and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -interior ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∩  is 

an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - interior ideal over S. 
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Proof: 
The proof is straightforward.     
                                   

Theorem 3.24: 
 Let ),( AF  and ),( BG be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ -interior ideal over S, then ),(),( BGAF ∪  is 

an intuitionistic fuzzy soft Γ - interior ideal over S.    
 
Proof: 

The proof is straight forward. 
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